G+C3 structuring along the genome: a common feature in prokaryotes.
The heterogeneity of gene nucleotide content in prokaryotic genomes is commonly interpreted as the result of three main phenomena: (1) genes undergo different selection pressures both during and after translation (affecting codon and amino acid choice); (2) genes undergo different mutational pressure whether they are on the leading or lagging strand; and (3) genes may have different phylogenetic origins as a result of lateral transfers. However, this view neglects the necessity of organizing genetic information on a chromosome that needs to be replicated and folded, which may add constraints to single gene evolution. As a consequence, genes are potentially subjected to different mutation and selection pressures, depending on their position in the genome. In this paper, we analyze the structuring of different codon usage measures along completely sequenced bacterial genomes. We show that most of them are highly structured, suggesting that genes have different base content, depending on their location on the chromosome. A peculiar pattern of genome structure, with a tendency toward an A+T-enrichment near the replication terminus, is found in most bacterial phyla and may reflect common chromosome constraints. Several species may have lost this pattern, probably because of genome rearrangements or integration of foreign DNA. We show that in several species, this enrichment is associated with an increase of evolutionary rate and we discuss the evolutionary implications of these results. We argue that structural constraints acting on the circular chromosome are not negligible and that this natural structuring of bacterial genomes may be a cause of overestimation in lateral gene transfer predictions using codon composition indices.